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Going With The Wind 

The Pensive Boy 
Wherever the wind goes, he goes. Every morning I 
see him... going with the wind. Every day a solid 
cloudy white figure floats past my window. I don't 
know why or how, it's just normal to me. No matter 
the direction of the wind, he goes along. On an oak 
tree leaf he travels, with a leather suitcase in his left 
hand. The Wind Winder I call him and I always will. 

Sometimes, very rarely though, he will come and 
stand on my window-sill, filled with curiosity and 
wonder. I don't do anything really, I just sit there 
and look back at him until he leaves. Sometimes I 
wonder does he feel the same about me? 

The Wind Winder 
I go with the wind, that's my purpose really. Why I 
travel with the wind, is mostly because its hard not 
to when you are as tall as a mushroom and as light 
as a feather. It kind of just carries you away with it, 
but I like it anyway. Rarely, I stop for a rest and 
what I land on is a small plank of damp wood near a - 
window. For some reason, I always land on the 
same piece of old damp wood. In that house lives a 
boy, well, at least that is what I think it is. 
Sometimes I do some research on things that I 
wonder about. All we do is look at each other 
because sometimes it is hard to speak to someone 
when you haven't been spoken to. Every time I look 
into the house I get a warm feeling inside me and 
sometimes I wish I had something like it. I wonder if 
he feels the same about me? 
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The Thoughtful Wind 
I can be soft or strong, fast or slow, I am the wind. I 
can take things with me. But one thing that I always 
take with me is something peculiar, something that 
is not a leaf, nor a stick, but a cloudy white figure 
around the size of a mushroom. I am guessing it 
wonders why I always take it to the same window- 
sill. It's because all he ever does is travel alone, he 
has no house and no one to love. Whenever I pass 
the house I feel warm and cosy, so I thought if he 
talks to the boy inside the house he will have 
someone in his life that's a good friend and always 
will be. 

THE END 
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